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About This Game

Ladies and gentlemen. Load your guns!

Teleport into our roomscale reimagination of an 80s arcade action game.

Warning:
You will have to move... A LOT! :D

BellyBots is exclusively available for the HTC Vive.
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Title: BellyBots
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Grumpy Company GmbH
Publisher:
Grumpy Company GmbH
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD R9-290x

Storage: 400 MB available space
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bellyboos great yarmouth. bellyboos norwich. belly bots video game. bellyboos coming to norwich. bellyboos sweet shop.
bellyboos candy store menu. bellyboos norwich castle mall. bellyboos candy store. bellybots vr. bellyboos milkshake. bellyboos
gorleston opening times

Even though the fan service is tremendous here, I loved the story as well. No matter what, I had to just play it(read it) through in
one sitting as I couldn't just put it away without knowing what happens next. A big thank you to the developers for putting all I
like in one game!. level one begin ∞

. I will change the review to positive after the game is improved.

First the good.

This is a kinda roguelike dungeon crawler with a good variety of characters who all work very differently from each other. All
have strong abilities which level up after each run and are temporarily upgraded during the runs. The store page says they want
to tell a story and they tell it well. Each character has a motive and history which come up to show their relationships with each
other and place in the story as events happen. The first two dungeons are fair and challenging allowing you to get good without
being frustrated.

Now the bad.

The game's mechanics break down in the third dungeon. All the quirks are made worse by the environment and enemies.

The quirk list.

1. You can only attack in the direction you're facing (Unless you have AoE)
2. All attacks have a windup and most have you stationary
3. You can never attack diagonally
4. All enemies can hit you from all angles

The third dungeon makes these issues worse because almost all the enemies are fast, ride your butt, and have quick windups.
The game devolves into kiting enemies just on your butt looking for a chance to stop, turn around, and attack while standing still
hoping the enemy will either die or not attack fast enough before you start running again. It's not fun dealing with cheap
gameplay like this.

If the game gets better balance allowing for fun and engaging play instead of cheap kiting, I will change the review to
recommended.. It's not a bad game, but there are some technical issues. The game stutters on a 1050 TI, despite looking like a
retro game.. I bought this and Child of Light around the same time (this was awhile ago), and never even bothered picking this
up with how sleepy the first made me...but this game blew me away!

*PROS*
- Lots of secret areas/exploration
- Interesting stance-dependant battle system
- Amazing art style/direction (everything is cohesive and just meshes together perfectly)
- A well-balanced skill system
- Great story/lore

*CONS*
- There were times when I wasn't quite sure where to go - but this game rewards exploration (so it turned out OK)!
- Once you accumulate your fourth and fifth party members leveling their skills can be a little bit of a pain.

Seriously, with all of the effort the developer must have put into this - just get it!. Great Western game for the late 1990s era..
Got this as part of the weekend sale bundle. Very cheap. Was interesting to see how the game evolved from version to version.
The graphics got fancier and the simulation simpler. I kind of like complex games, so I enjoyed the first one the most. Had fun
poking around to see how it worked. Didn't play for that long; but I don't expect much from an old game I paid a dollar for. A
fine expense\/entertainment ratio. If, like me, you hadn't noticed this series before and like the genre, its worth a buck.
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This game is my childhood when i first found the CD it never worked on my computer know i can finnally play it and ITS
amazing!!!. Great fun with an interesting story and logical puzzles. The hidden object scenes are not overwhelming at all. Just be
aware that it has a game-breaking bug: At the base of the lighthouse, once you have connected the chain to the anchor, you have
to find the use for it immediately or it will disappear, forever impeding your ability to progress. I was so frustrated when it
happened to me but the fact that I immediately replayed it from the beginning just so that I could see the ending should be a
testament to the high level of enjoyment I got from this game.. ai just sits inthe middle of the map doing nothing and no
infantry!. I love vaporwave and this game is phenominal!. Simple, fun, and interesting.

It's kinda like Super Hexagon in terms of the fact that it's flashy and colorful with a deceptively simple concept.
It's also like Undyne's arrow attack from Undertale as that's basically what the gameplay itself is.

There isn't much to it, but for what it is, it's pretty good.
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